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The Ethics of Cloning (HUMT1511) 

Introduction The word ‘technology’ comes from a Greek word that means ‘art’ or ‘craft’. So, 
in a sense, technology is almost everywhere we look, since we are 
surrounded by things produced by art or craft. If at night we enjoy looking at 
the stars, but we have to do so through glasses to correct nearsightedness, 
then our enjoyment of something purely natural includes a technological 
factor. In general, it seems that anything human beings do that is not natural 
involves us in some way with technology1. 
 
Through a difficult process, scientists have already cloned sheep and are 
attempting to clone human. Must people find cloning of human despicable? If 
there are genetically engineered clones raised to be organ donors, should 
genetic manipulation permitted? 
 
Cloning is only one of the tough moral issues currently facing us. Will we know 
what to do if science and technology threaten morality and move beyond our 
control? Will the advantages of technology outweigh the disadvantages? Let’s 
think and join this intriguing exploration of morality, technology and humanity 
to find out the answers! 
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1
 Quoted from David White, Philosophy For Kids, p.34 
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